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Abstract
The paper is devoted to the problem of increasing the total concentration of nonvolatile substances in tincture
during the extraction process of plant and alcohol-containing raw materials after preliminary pulse processing in the
membrane apparatus. Traditionally, biologically active compounds and plant raw materials continue to play a significant
role in the modern food production. One of the main goals of modern food technology is the most complete extraction
of valuable constituents from raw material and a decrease in their loss during its further processing. The main stage in
tincturation is the extraction process, determined by the general laws of mass transfer, the properties of plant tissue, and
chemical and physical affinity between the solvent and extracted substance. The article describes the disadvantages
of extraction as a method of extracting constituents from plant raw materials and methods to increase the efficiency of
this process. The aim of the paper is to research the possibilities for the application of pulse processing of plant raw
materials at the preliminary processing stage to increase the yield of extractive substances of the finished product for
example of tinctures. The scheme of the developed pulsation apparatus and optimum modes of raw material processing
are presented according to the previously conducted research. Infusion technology and control methods for basic quality indicators are taken according to the standard technology. The results of experimental research into the influence of
pulse processing on the yield of extractive substances confirm the possibility of using this type of preliminary processing
of plant raw materials.
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Introduction
Modern development of the alcohol industry in Russia provides for
the rational use of natural plant resources and the development of new
types of products using modern technologies.
Tincture is a transparent liquid alcohol or spirit extraction from
plant raw materials obtained without heating or removing the extractant.
Ethyl alcohol in various concentrations is used as an extractant
depending on the properties of the extracted raw material.
Alcohol effectively extracts useful constituents from raw materials,
assuring their long-term preservation. The main method forgetting
useful substances for the human body from plantsis extraction. This
process is studied in the context of a combination of basic parameters
and reagents [1-5].
The method of extraction from plant raw materials is imperfect and
has several disadvantages. Due to the low rate of diffusion, the process
is carried out for a long time; therefore, the loss of the extractant is
possible as a result of evaporation. Also, the mixing process causes
difficulties because of the compressed and swollen plant mass on the
bottom of the device.
The following methods of dynamic extraction are widely used:
1) circulation of the extractant (formed extract is drained periodically from the bottom of the tincture);
2) fractional (extractant is divided into portions and the raw material is poured over these portions sequentially);
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3) centrifugal (it is performed in a filtering centrifuge and the
extractant passes through the layer of plant raw materials on
the periphery);
4) turbo extraction (the method is based on a vortex mixing the
mixture of raw material and extractant by using a turbine stirrer at a speed of 8,000-13,000 rpm;
5) ultrasonic (combination of maceration with the processing of
the mixture of raw material and extractant with ultrasound).
These methods significantly reduce the extraction stage (up to
several hours or even minutes) in the process of tincturation.
However, preliminary processing of plant material before extraction
has not been studied in a proper manner.
There is a processing method for liquid heterogeneous medium,
where an oscillation is created in the apparatus. Oscillations are created
by vibration or pulsation.
The operation of the pulsation system is to ensure that the pulse
generator remotely generates pneumatic pulses of a certain power in
the pulsation chamber through a pulse conductor and leads to the
oscillation of the suspension [6].
Pulsation systems have been widely studied in the technology of
chemical production.
A great contribution to the development of pulsation process is
made by Lyashchenko PV, Kutepov AM, Nigmatullin RI, Gubanov
AM, Zhikharev AS, Chepura IV, Skorokhodov AG, Reut KV,
Bredikhin SA, Efremov VA, Ivanov GI, Ibytov RI, Ivannikova EM, and
many other scientists [6].
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Materials and Methods

Results and Discussion

The research into the possibility of using pulsation at the stage of
preliminary processing of raw material to increase the yield of extractive
substances was carried out in the pulsation apparatus developed at the
Department of the Technology of Storing and Processing Plant Products
in Mari State University (Figure 1). Sea buckthorn berries, ethyl
alcohol, potable water, and other raw materials were used according to
the requirements of existing GOST.

The aim of the paper is to research the possibilities for the
application of pulse processing of plant raw materials at the preliminary
processing stage to increase the yield of extractive substances by the
example of tinctures.

The pulsation apparatus consists of a hollow glass tube (1), divided
into the work zone and the settling zone (stabilizer). The frequency of
pulse oscillations is regulated by the converter and transmitted to a
pulsator, made in the form of the membrane (2) through the eccentric
(4) and the rod (3). The work is carried out from the electric motor
through the reducer. Pulsation amplitude is 2 mm due to the design of
the pulsation apparatus.
The extract had been processed with the apparatus for 30 min, and
the pulsation frequency was n=8-9 Hz with an oscillation amplitude
of 2 mm. These parameters were taken as optimal according to the
preliminary testing [7-9].

Experimental research was carried out in accordance with the
existing standards and techniques to get the primary information in
the form of random processes with their subsequent processing on a
personal computer with Microsoft Excel.
One of the main indicators influencing the quality of the finished
tincture is the indicator of the mass concentration of the crude extract—
total concentration of all dissolved substances.
The results of the determination of the mass concentration of the
crude extract of semifinished and finished tincture are presented in
Table 2.

The first
pouring

The second
pouring

Output

Sea
buckthorn

990

45

Cranberry

990

45

Ginger

1,000

70

693

Amount

l

Amount

% of liquid poured into for the
second time

The
secon
d drain

l

Alcohol, % vol

The first
drain

% of liquid poured into for the
first time

l

Raw
material

% of liquid poured into for the
first time

Before blending, semifinished products were examined for the
following parameters: alcohol according to GOST R 51135-2010, mass
concentration of crude extract with refractometric method according
to GOST R 51135-2010, organoleptic indicators according to GOST R
52522-2006.

Amount of
wateralcohol
liquid
Alcohol, % vol

Amount of water-alcohol liquid, l

Infusion and pouring technologies were taken according to the
standard technology.

Total output of tincture after the first and second drain, l

The typical recipe was taken as the basis for the tincturation, which
is presented in Table 1.

70

30

1,089

110

970

140

2,059

693

70

30

1,089

110

970

140

2,059

1,000

100

50

850

100

850

100

1,070

Table 1: The output of tincture from 1,000 kg of fresh fruit and berries.

With pulsation

1—a glass tube with 80 mm diameter and 120 mm
length, 2—pulsator, made in the form of a membrane,
3—rod, 4—cam, 5—stabilizer, 7—air duct, 6,8,9,10—
locking elements
Figure 1: The scheme of the pulsation apparatus.
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Control

Indicators

1

2

3

1

2

3

Mass concentration of the crude
extract after the first drain, g/dm3

6.4

6.4

6.4

4.2

4.6

4.6

Mass concentration of the crude
extract after the second drain, g/dm3

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.8

4.0

3.8

Mass concentration of the crude
extract after the first and second
drain, g/dm3

5.2

5.1

5.2

4.0

3.9

3.9

Table 2: The results of the determination of the mass concentration of the
crude extract with refractometric method.
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Metrological characteristics of the conducted experiment are the
convergence of the results when the allowable absolute difference
between the two results is no more than 0.7 g/dm3.
The standard technology of tincturation involves a 6 day ageing of
raw material and extractant. The experimental sample prepared with
the use of pulse processing and the control sample prepared according
to the traditional technology, were subjected to laboratory testing
on a daily basis. The mass concentration of the crude extract of the
semifinished product was recorded after the first and second drain,
and the mass concentration of a finished tincture was recorded after
blending.
The results of the experiment show that with pulse processing, mass
concentration of the crude extract after the first drain was 6.4 g/dm3,
that is, 2.2 g/dm3 more than in the control sample.
In addition, the output of extractive substances was more complete,
and the mass concentration of the crude extract after the first and
second drain was 5.17 g/dm3 on average, which exceeded the same
indicators in the control sample by 31.6%.
Thus, preliminary pulse processing of raw materials gives the
opportunity to get a greater amount of extractive substances from plant
raw material, thereby improving the quality of the finished product.
Perhaps, the underlying reason for such effect is the phenomenon
of uneven increase in the mass transfer in the regime of phase inversion
between the gas and liquid phases in porous media at maximum flow
rates corresponding to the transition of the gas phase to the dispersion
phase and the liquid phase to the solid phase.

of processing t=30 min—has a positive effect on the increase in the
content of crude extract in the finished product.
The research into the application of the pulsation method for food
systems allows us to conclude about its potential. In addition, the
method of pulsation is not sufficiently investigated in food systems
and serves as the basis for the creation of new food technologies and
devices.
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Conclusion
According to the study, the use of preliminary processing of plant
raw materials in pulsation apparatus in the mode—the amplitude of
pulsation A=2 mm, frequency of pulsation n=8-9 Hz, duration
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